Abstract-The Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) model assumes that all the forks are isochronic. The isochronic-fork assumption requires uniform wire delays and uniform switching thresholds of the gates associated with the forking branches. This paper presents a method for determining such forks that do not have to satisfy the isochronic fork requirements, and presents experimental results that show many isochronic forks assumed for existing QDI circuits do not actually have to be "isochronic"or can be even ignored.
I. INTRODUCTION
Delay-insensitive (DI) circuits are a class of asynchronous circuits whose correct operation is independent of any delays in gates and wires. The delay insensitivity is attractive, especially with deep-submicron technologies in which uncertainty in process parameters may increase.
In practice, however, the class of completely DI circuits is extremely limited [l] . Then as a compromise, the isochronic fork assumption is introduced. DI circuits with the isochronic-fork assumption are known as quasi-delayinsensitive (QDI) circuits.
The isochronic-fork assumption requires uniform wire delays and uniform thresholds of gates in VLSI fabrication [l, 21. As a matter of fact, several methods to make sure the validity of the isochronic-fork assumption have been proposed [a, 31. However, careful examination of possible transition races caused by different branches of an isochronic fork leads us to an observation that some of the isochronic forks do not have to be satisfied. This paper presents a method for determining such isochronic forks, and presents experimental results that show many isochronic forks assumed for existing QDI circuits do not actually have to be "isochronic" or can be even ignored.
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QDI CIRCUITS
A digital circuit is called the delay-insensitive circuit if its correct operation does not depend on delays in circuit elements, i.e., gates and wires. This behavior strictly relies on the acknowledgment requirement that every transition on each circuit variable must be acknowledged by causing a transition on some other circuit variable.
Since DI circuits can be built from only C-elements, single input gates (buffers and inverters) and wires, only a small class of circuits is allowed [l] . In practice, combinatorial gates (such as AND, OR, etc.) and forks (or branched wires) are necessary to construct any useful circuits. The branched wires which are connected to the combinatorial gates always cause unacknowledged transitions that make the circuit lose delay-insensitivity, and may cause unexpected hazards.
Quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI) circuits are delayinsensitive under the isochronic-fork assumption. The isochronic fork has been defined in terms of acknowledgment by Martin [l] as follows.
"In an isochronic fork, when a transition on one output is acknowledged, and thus completed, the transitions on all outputs are acknowledged, and thus completed."
The introduction of the isochronic-fork assumption to the DI model is sufficient to construct any useful circuits.
DON'T-WORRY ISOCHRONIC FORKS
By its definition, the implementation of an isochronic fork requires that all the branches have the same wire delay and all the receiving gates have the same switching threshold. These requirements may be difficult to be satisfied in practice. However, when we carefully examine isochronic forks and properties of the gates driven by these forks, we see that some of the claimed isochronic forks do not actually have to be isochronic since they do not introduce any hazard to the circuit. do not have to worry about any delay constraints for their implementation.
Since unacknowledged transitions may cause hazards, we examine all possible transition races caused by these transitions. Fig.1 shows an isochronic fork with branches bl and b2. Suppose the down-going transition of b l (expressed as bl-) is unacknowledged. Since bl-, without isochronic-fork constraints, is not guaranteed to occur at the expected time, the transition races between bl-and other input transitions of G2 must be examined. That is the transition races between bl-and y-, and between bl-and y+ are examined whether they cause hazards or not. For the ease of later referring, we call each transition race a transition race pair.
We can observe that if the gate G2 in Fig.1 is the n-input gate, the unacknowledged transition bl-causes 2(n -1) transition race pairs to be checked. Since we analyze, at a time, one unacknowledged transition such as bl-, it is sufficient to consider only pairs of transitions formed by bl-.
A transition race pair is called a do-worry transition race pair if it can possibly cause hazards, and is called a don't-worry transition race pair if it can cause no hazard. There are three conditions for a transition race pair to be hazard-free, thus don't-worry.
Condition 1:
The transition race does not constitute any multiple input change for a function hazard.
We know that a transition race of inputs of a 2-input AND gate is always hazard-free when the transition race is 00 --+ 11 or 11 -+ 00, but may possibly cause static-0-hazard when the transition race is 01 --i 10 or 10 -. + 01. In Fig.1 , if the transition race of inputs of G2 is always 00 + 11 or 11 + 00, this isochronic fork becomes don't-worry. In contrast, if the transition race can be 01 -+ 10 or 10 --f 01, this isochronic fork is do-worry. Similar arguments hold for general case of n-input gates and n>2.
Condition 2:
The transition race occurs when the gate is disabled.
In addition to condition 1 , in case of n-input gates, any transition race pairs can not cause any hazards when the gates are disabled.
The last condition needs the single assumption below:
A single wire delay is less than any delay of signal propagation path that passes through the environment outside the circuit.
In Fig.1 , when transition race pair (bl-,y+) occurs, the transition race can be hazard-free under the constraint that the delay of the path from x-to bl-is less than the delay of the path from x-to yf. Therefore, a transition race pair is considered to be hazard-free if its constraint satisfies the following condition. 
IV. ALGORITHMS
Given a logic gate net-list and its behavior specification, we search the forks, determine whether these forks have to be isochronic or not, examine whether the isochronic forks are do-worry or don't-worry, and derive layout constraints for implementing the do-worry isochronic forks to ensure DI correct operations.
In this paper, the logic gate net-list in BLIF [4] format and its behavior specification in STG format are used.
A. Determining forks
Since a circuit under consideration must be closed, a given gate logic net-list (BLIF) is transformed into the closed circuit by representing the environment of the circuit as gates. From the closed circuit, the forks can be determined as follows.
Assume 
().
This algorithm perform in O ( n 2 ) , where n is the number of circuits variables. After applying this algorithm, the number of variables increases to be n' because branch variables of forks and fork elements are added. n' is equal to the number of fan-ins of gates in the net-list.
B. Determining isochronic forks
A fork that contains at least one unacknowledged branch transition is an isochronic fork. In this paper, we introduce the extended STG (E-STG) to determine isochronic forks. The E-STG is the STG that has been added the consideration of forks. We can easily identify the unacknowledged branch transitions from the E-STG.
Procedure DISOF of Fig.3 procedure are an E-STG, a sequence of circuit states and a set of unacknowledged transitions.
In the DISOF procedure, start represents the start conditions. The start conditions of a circuit can be determined from the initial marking of the given STG. 
t r a n s i t i m s ( N [ i ] , P ) which computes the transitions that cause the transition of N [ i ] (line 13). Then it is

C. Determining don 't-worry isochronic forks
The last step is the determination that which isochronic fork must be satisfied, i.e. the do-worry isochronic fork, and which isochronic fork do not have to be satisfied, i.e. the don't-worry Isochronic fork. The conditions described in section (111) are used in this determination.
Procedure DCNST of Fig.4 shows the algorithm for determining don't-worry and deworry isochronic forks, and creating layout constraints for the deworry ones. Inputs for the procedure are a logic net-list S' = (V', E'), an ex- ard properties. The output of the procedure is a set of dGworry isochronic forks with layout constraints.
An auxiliary array R P A I R is a set of all possible transition race pairs that are caused by all unacknowledged transitions. An auxiliary array R is a set of possible transition race pairs that are caused by unacknowledged transitions of inputs of each gate e E E'.
An auxiliary variable U represents an unacknowledged transition consisting of u.name which is the name of vi E V', and u.tran which is the transition of u.name. If there exist an input of the gate e E E' that is an u.name of 'U E U , the transition race pairs between U and other input transitions of the gate is then created by the function createrace-pair(u, e ) that sends the result to R (line 4). Then R is added to R P A I R (line 5 ) .
Next, each transition race pair is checked whether it satisfies conditions 1, 2 and 3 or not. If the transition race pair satisfies at least one of these three conditions, we say that it is the hazard-free transition race pair, and , I
, , . . then remove it from the set RPAIR. Function ck-hz f ree(r, B ) considers each transition race pair r E RPAIR by using gate hazard properties and the sequence of events B. This function checks on whether the transition race pair is satisfying the condition 1 or not.
Function ck-gdisable(r, B ) also considers each transition race pair r E RPAIR by using gate hazard properties and the sequence of events B. It checks on whether the gate is satisfying the condition 2 or not.
Function ck-extpath(r, E', G) checks on whether the paths from the origin of the fork to the gate under consideration are satisfying the condition 3 or not.
Finally, if the transition race pair does not satisfy any conditions, it must be carefully implemented under the constraint that one transition must occurs before the other transition. The constraint is derived by the function create-constraint(r, G). Fig.6 . In each fork, a branch transition that is not followed by any transition is unacknowledged. Such a branch transition is identified by a dot circle. The fork that contains at least one unacknowledged branch transition is the isochronic fork. Finally, by algorithm DCNST, we obtain the do-worry constraints. The result of the analysis is shown in Fig.7 . We can observe that there exist many unacknowledged transitions as shown in Fig.6 . Among transition race pairs caused by these unacknowledged transitions, only three transition race pairs cause do-worry constraints.
To illustrate the elimination, the analysis of fork f2(Da;f217f22) of Fig.5 is described as follows. In Fig.6 , since transitions f21+ and f22-are unacknowledged, the fork f 2(Da; f 21, f 22) is isochronic. All transition race pairs caused by these transitions are examined. The transition race pairs caused by f 2 l t are (f 21+, f 11+), (f2l+, fll-), (f 21+, f31+), (f21+, f31-), (f21+, f52+) and (f21+, f52-).
The pairs (f21+, fll-), (f21+,f31+) and (f2l+, f52+) satisfy condition 1, while the pairs (f21+, fll+), (f21+, f31-) and (f21+, f52-) satisfy condition 3. That is there is no hazardous transition race caused by the unacknowledged transition f 21+. With the similar consideration, there is also no hazardous transition race caused by the unacknowledged transition f 22-. Clearly, the isochronic fork f2(Da; f21, f22) is the don't-worry isochronic fork.
# The total of transition race pairs = 48 ## Do-worry constraints are listed below:
(1) transition race pair (fl l+,f52+): Delay(La+ -> fll+) must be less than Delay(La+ -> f52+).
Delay(La+ -> f52+) is Delay(La+ ->f12+ ->wl+ ->Dr+ ->f43+ ->w2+ ->Zr+ ->f52+) (2) transition race pair (f31+,f52-): Delay(Za+ -> f31+) must be less than Delay(Za+ -> f52-). Delay(Za+ -> f52-) is Delay(Za+ ->f32+ ->w2-->Zr-->f52-) (3) transition race pair (flI-,f52-): Delay(La--> f l 1-) must be less than Delay(La--> f52-). 
v. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The algorithms for eliminating isochronic-fork constraints presented in the previous section have been implemented. The results obtained from a set of well-known benchmarks (STGs) are shown in Table I . All circuits are implemented with CB-C10 library [5] by using Petrify [6] . (Note that the Petrify tool generates speed-independent (SI) circuits that are equivalent to QDI circuits.)
In Table I , the first column show the name of benchmark circuits, the second column shows the number of isochronic forks and branches (in the parenthesis) and the third column shows the number of transition race pairs caused by unacknowledged branch transitions. The fourth column shows the number of do-worry transition race pairs which are the results of the proposed algorithms having been applied to eliminate don't-worry race pairs.
From Table I , we see that only a small number of doworry transition race pairs remain. In addition, some d e worry transition race pairs are very easy to be satisfied and therefore, may be ignored. For example, in Fig.7 , although the transition race pair (fll+, f52+) is determined to be a dGworry race pair, the constraints required can be considered to be already satisfied, because the delay of the path (La+ -+ f52+) is much larger than the delay of the path (La+ ---t fll+).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown a method to determine which isochronic-fork constraint does not have to be satisfied while preserving the DI correct operation. We also presented algorithms to analyze isochronic forks by introducing extended state transition graph (E-STG).
The algorithms have been implemented, and some benchmarks are tried. From the experimental results, we have shown that many of the isochronic-fork constraints claimed in QDI design can actually be neglected in the Our algorithms can be used for evaluating the safety level of the technology mapping tools to obtain logic circuits.
